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Language 
IFUGAO: BATAD [Common] 

IFB [ISO] 

 

Symbols: 

The following is the order of the orthographic symbols used to determine the order in which entries 
occur in the dictionary: a, ā, b, d, e, ē, g, h, I, ī, k, l, m, n, o, ō, p, r, s, t, u, ū, w, y, and glottal stop 
(‘) 

Spelling Rules: 

1. Alphabetically,, a lengthened vowel follows that vowel without length. Thus the entry gilit 
occurs before gliit and ubi occurs before ubi.  

2. The sequence ng is treated as  a single unit, not as n followed alphabetically by g as in English 
dictionaries. Thus, haguntal occurs alphabetically before hanging because n, with any symbols 
following it, occurs before ng.  

3. The sound s does not occur in the Batad phonemic system. It has, however, been introduced by 
recent lexical acquisitions of words from languages such as Ilocano, Spanish, and English. A few 
words with s, regularly used in normal speech, are therefore included.  
Although r is a variant of l in the Batad phonological system, the symbol r is used in the 
transcription of a few lexical acquisition that have not adapted to the Batad system.  

4. The glottal stop (‘) is placed at the end of the alphabet. Since it is not written in word initial 
position, it is also ignored in this position in alphabetizing words.  Thus, words beginning with a  
glottal stop followed by an a occur first in the dictionary under the a section, since the glottal 
stop is not indicated word initial. On the other hand, hayup occurs before ha’ag because y 
occurs alphabetically before the glottal stop. In this case, the glottal stop is both written and 
recognized for the purpose of alphabetizing. Very few suffixes begin with  a glottal stop. When 
they are suffixed to a word, the glottal stop occurs within that word. Since the glottal stop is 
written, these suffixes are alphabetized under the glottal stop at the end of the dictionary. 

5. It is common for sound changes (morphophonemic changes ) to occur when bases are affixed or 
are followed by ligatures.  One of these involves affixes ending in nasals. There are two different 
kinds of sound change. One involves only the affin paN- and is described within that entry in the 
dictionary proper. The other involves several affixes and is symbolized throughout the dictionary 
as N.  

6. The affix final N is used to symbolized the last consonant of many affixes, and a number ligature 
–N. Not that unlike the situation with N of the affix paN- no fusion of consonants results here, N 
is realized as m, n, or ng and the second soncosnants occurs following it. The rules of how N is 
realized are as follows:  
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N followed by b, p or m is realized as m, for example. 
muN-  +buhug  = mumbuhug 

 

Source: Batad Ifugao Dictionary 
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